
Multi-Year Planning Grid

At Dorado Benefit Advisors our mission is to make a measurable difference to  
the bottom line results of every client. Through our strategic approach, we 
provide a more intentional and proactive  delivery of services and solutions 
that improve the Health and Welfare as well as Retirement & 401K benefit 
programs offered by the employers and individuals that partner with us.

We understand that what really matters most to employers is having an  
employee benefits plan that is competitive, cost-controlled, completely  
compliant and communicated efficiently & effectively. Our approach involves  
an in-depth evaluation of your plans, claims costs, processes, technology  
platforms and personnel considerations which we develop into a multi-year  
strategy that addresses your immediate and long-termgoals.

Our Annual Client Service Commitment
is then delivered to bring both strategic
and tactical service solutions
that manage the
day-to-day while  
advancing your  
longer-term  
objectives.
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We Improve What MattersMost
Competitive

We understand your need to have a competitive offering which is why we provide innovative plan  
design options that help employers to improve the cost-to-coverage value of their benefits. Our  
competitive options provide much lower deductible and out-of-pocket costs to employees without  
increasing your premiumcosts.

Cost-Controlled
We construct innovative cost control solutions through partially self-funding, value-based pricing and  
deductible cost shifts that don’t diminish the quality of care or benefit value to employees while  
lowering the actual unit cost of claims. Additionally, we evaluate your claims data quarterly and  
deliver forecastable reports to facilitate data driven discussions as we continually monitor and modify  
cost mitigation options to sustain your Employee Benefits Program.

Compliant
We take your ongoing compliance very seriously and begin with a comprehensive review to identify  
any non-compliant issues related to ERISA, COBRA, HIPAA, PPACA, FMLA, etc. Then, through our  
Compliance Navigator, we map-out and schedule all reporting, communication and measuring  
requirements in advance and in partnership with your HR Department to ensure complete  
compliance year-over-year.

Communicated
We believe that providing employers with and efficient and effective conduit of communication is vital  
to the success of every benefits program. We offer technology platforms that manage On-Line Open  
Enrollment, Eligibility, On-going (adds/terms/deletes, etc.) and includes 1094 / 1095 ACA reporting.
Our platforms feed directly to all the carriers, your payroll vendor and HRPro for integrated COBRA  
services with one single entry. Additionally we provide a robust Employee Communications Platform  
with an integrated Employee Assistance Program. We build out and provide hands on assistance with  
these robust technology platforms which significantly reduce the internal workload associated with  
your employee benefits administration while empowering youremployees.

For more information or to schedule a discussion, please contact me at (602) 722-4196 or info@doradobenefits.com
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